Sonic Meditations are intended for group work over a long period of time with regular meetings. No special skills are necessary. Any persons who are
willing to commit themselves can participate. The..!f Ensemble to whom these meditations are dedicated has found that non-verbal meetings intensify the
results of these meditations and help provide an atmosphere which is conducive to such activity. With continuous work some of the following becomes
possible with Sonic Meditations: Heightened states of awareness or expanded consciousness, changes in physiology and psychology from known and
unknown tensions to relaxations which gradually become permanent. These changes may represent a tuning of mind and body. The group may develop
positive energy which can influence others who are less experienced. Members of the Group may achieve greater awareness and sensitivity to each other.
Music is a welcome by-product of this activity.

Pauline Oliveros has abandoned composition/performance
practice as it is usually established today for Sonic Explorations which include everyone
who wants to participate. She attempts to erase the subject/object
or performer/audience
relationship by returning to ancient forms which preclude
spectators. She is interested in communication among all forms of life, through Sonic Energy. She is especially interested in the healing power of Sonic
Energy and its transmission within groups.
All societies admit the power of music or sound. Attempts to control what is heard in the community are universal. For instance, music in the
church has always been limited to particular forms and styles in accordance with the decrees of the Church Fathers. Music in the courts has been
controlled through the tastes of patrons. Today Muzak is used to increase or stimulate consumption in merchandising establishments.
Sonic Meditations are an attempt to return the control of sound to the individual alone, and within groups especially for humanitarian purposes;
specifically healing.
Ea~h Sonic Meditation is a special procedure for the following: 1. Actually making sounds
2. Actively imagining sounds
3. Listening to present sounds
4. Remembering sounds
Because of the special procedures involved, most all of the meditations are available to anyone who wishes to participate regardless, or in spite, of musical
training. All that is required is a willing commitment to the given conditions
Sound making d~uring the meditations is primarily vocal, sometimes hand clapping or other body sounds, sometimes using sound producing objects
and instruments.
Sound imagining is encouraged through the use of various questions designed to trigger auditory fantasy. Individuals are then asked to share what
was heard inwardly, with members of the group using any means to describe the experience. Conditions given for listening to present sounds are intended
to expand awareness of the auditory environment, both within and without of the individual.
Auditory memory is also encouraged by trigger questions with subsequent sharing of these memories in the group. Some of the meditations involve
body movement as well. The term meditation is used simply to mean dwelling with or upon an idea, an object, or lack of object without distraction, or
divided attention.
Healing can occur in relation to the above activities when 1) individuals feel the common bond with others through a shared experience. 2) when
one's inner experience is made manifest and accepted by others. 3) when one is aware of and in tune with one's surroundings. 4) when one's memories, or
values, are integrated with the present and understood by others.
In process a kind of music occurs naturally. Its beauty is not through intention, but is intrinsically the effectiveness of its healing power. This may be
felt by the group, and the music relates to the people who make it through participation and sharing, as a stream or river whose waters offer refreshment
and cleansing to those who find it.
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Any number of persons
in a circle facing the center. /IIuminate the space with dim blue
light. Begin by simply observing your own breathing, Always be an observer. Gradually allow
your breathing to become audible, Then gradually Introduce your voice. Allow your vocal
cords to vibrate In any mode which occurs naturally, Allow the intensity to Increase very
slowly. Continue as long as possible naturally, and until all others are quiet, always observing
your own breath cycle.
Variation: Translate voice to an instrument.

Ploy only long sustained tones
Play only when you are actually hearing a Pitch, or pitches, mentally
Assume you are either sending or receiving
If you are sending,
listen for the sound
may be influenced
colors, which might

A,

B,
C.
D.
E.

Find your place In a darkened indoor space or a deserted out-of-doors area, Mentally form a
sound image .. Assume that the magnitude of your concentration on, or the vividness of this
sound image will cause one or more of the group to receive this sound image by telepathic
transmIssion. Visualize the person to whom you are sending. Rest after your attempted telepathic transmission by becoming mentally blank. When or If a sound image different from
your own forms in your mind, assume that you are receiving from some one else, then make
that sound image audible. Rest again by becoming mentally blonk or return to your own
mental sound Image, Continue as long as possible or until 011others are quiet.

try to visualize the person to whom you are sending. If you are receiving,
and visualize the sender. The quality and dynamics of the tones you play
by your feelings, emotional or body sensations, or even impressions of
come from the audience members. Continue unti/lt seems "time" to stop.

Focus mentally
to whom you
matches yours.
Focus mentally
Focus mentally
Focus mentally
Focus mentally

on a specific pitch. If you are sending, visualize the musician
are sending. If you are receiving, listen for the sound which
Also visualize the musician.
on stopping or starting a sound at a particular time.
on loudness or softness of tone production.
on the quality of the tone.
on an emotional character for the tone.

Divide into two or more groups, Each group must have a tape recorder and be sound isolated from the other groups. The distance might be small or great, i.e., thousands of miles or
light years, Each group then performs Pacific Tell or Telepathic Improvisation, attempting
inter group or interstellar telepathic transmission. A specific time period may be pre-arranged.
Each group tape records its own sounds during the telepathic transmission period for later
comparison.
Variation: Instead of working in groups each participant works as an isolated soloist.

To the musicians with varied or like instruments:
Tuning - each musician in turn sits or stands in front of the audience for a few minutes.
The audience is asked to observe the musician carefully and try to imagine the sound of his or
her instrument, The audience is instructed to close eyes and attempt to visualize the musician,
then send a sound to the musician by hearing it mentally. The musician waits until he or she
receives on impression of a sound mentally, then he or she produces the sound. Members of
the audience who have successfully "hit the target" raise their hands as feedback to the musician.
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With a white or random noise generator, flood a darkened room with white noise for thirty
minutes or much longer. The band width of the white noise should be as broad as the limits
of the audio range. A pre·recorded tape or a mechanical source such as an air compressor may
be substituted
for the generator, if necessary or desired. All participants should be comfortably seated or lying down for the duration of the meditation. Half way through, introduce
one brilliant flash of light or one loud, short pulse. The high intensity flash source could be a
photo -lamp flash or one pulse of a strobe light. If a sound pulse is substituted for the light
flash, it must necessarily be of higher amplitude than the white noise.
Variations:

oj
b)
c)

Find a natural source of white noise such as a waterfall or the ocean
and go there for this meditation.
If the white noise generator is flat, equalize until the source is apparently flat for the human ear.
Do this meditation with a different band width represented in subse·
quent meditations such as one octave at 5k to 10khz.

Sit in a circle with persons facing in and out alternately. If the number in the group is odd,
seat the left over person in the center. Each person except the center person has a pair of
resonant rocks. Begin the meditation by establishing mentally a tempo as slow as possible.
Eoch person begins independently
to strike the rocks together full force maintaining the imagined tempo. When enough energy is present, shout a pre-meditated word. Once selected, the
word remains the same. The shout is free of the established tempo, and may occur one or
more times during the meditation.
The center person is without rocks and selects a word,
phrase or sentence to say or intone repeatedly either silently or audibly for the duration of
the meditation.
Variations:

a)
b)

Begin this meditation with the greeting meditation (IX). At the designated time for oil per·
sons to be present, begin on eight to fifteen minute imperceptible dimming of the house lights
down to as dark as possible. When the lights are about halfway down begin the flood of white
noise at the threshold of audibility. Slowly make an Imperceptible Crescendo to a pre-determined sound level, safe for human ears. Approximately
twenty minutes later introduce one
bn'/Iiaht light flash. After an hour from the beginning has Passed, begin projections on the
walls of colorful mandalas, patterns resembling the aurora borealis, or simpfy colors of the
spectrum. The light intensity of these projections should be no greater than the threshold of
visibility or Just noticeable. These may continue for approximately
thirty minutes. Thirty minutes before the white noise ends the space should be illuminated by white light slowly over
about eight minutes from the threshold of visibility to as brilliant as possible. The brilliance
must exceed normal house lighting and approach the intensity of daylight. The end of the
light and sound should be sudden and synchronous. Darkness and silence should be mointained
for ten minutes or more, then illuminate the space with dim blue light for continued meditation in silence and "finally exit of the participants. The duration of this meditation is approximately two to four hours or more. All adjustments
of light and sound intensity should be
pre-set and preferably voltage controlled_ in order that all present may participate in the meditation, and that activities extraneous to meditation may be avoided. Participants must be comfortable, either sitting or lying down.
Variation:

if multiple speakers are used for the production of white noise, one or two
persons per speaker could perform meditation movements such as tai chi
in front of the speakers at a distance of two to four feet thus creating
sound shadows. The sound shadows could gradually be complemented
by
visible shadows activated by just noticeable light sources. The duration of
this part of the meditation could be approximately
thirty to forty minutes
and succeed or overlap the just noticeable projected images.

c)

Persons without rocks may surround the circle and follow the some instructions as the center person, independently.
Persons may repeat mentally, or actually, one body movement as slowly as possible .. One body movement may be simple or very complicated
as long as It is continuous and can be repeated exactly as a cycle. Kinetic
participants could indude the shout or the repeated word, phrase or
sentence.
Do this meditation in an outdoor environment. Move slOWly aMo'Oyfrom
the circle. Move anywhere in the environment but keep in _audible contact with at least one other person. Gradually return to the beginning
circle.

Each person finds a place to be, either near to or distant from the others, either indoors- or
out-of-doors. Begin the meditation by observing your own breathing. As you become aware of
sounds from the environment, gradually begin to reinforce the pitch of the sound source. Reinforce either vocally, mentally or with an instrument. If you lose touch with the source, wait
quietly for another. Reinforce means to strengthen or sustain. If the pitch of the sound source
is out of your range, then reinforce it mentally.

On Lake Winnepausaukee at sunup or sundown, players of the orchestra are dispersed heterogeneously in smalJ groups in boots all over the lake. Players begin by observing your own
breathing. As you become aware of sounds in the environment, gradually begin to reinforce the
pitch of the sound source or its resonance. If you become louder than the source, diminuendo
until you can hear it again. If the source disappears listen quietly for another. If the source is
intermlttant your pitch reinforcement may be continuous until the source stops. Aural awareness
of the source is necessary at ail times even though your reinforcement may be momentarily
louder. Reinforcement
is distinctly different than imitation. Only strengthen or sustain pitch.
Allow the boats to drift unless gUidance past obstacles or away from shore becomes necessary.

Tope record a selected environment alone or with a group. Place the microphone carefully in
one locotion. Do the environmental dialogue mentally while you are recording. Reinforce everything you hear mentally. When the meditation is complete, make a translation of the environmental dialogue in the follOWing way: Reinforce the pitches of the recorded sounds with vocal,
instrumental, electronic oro combination of these sources. The resulting translation may exist in
one or more channels as the translated sounds only or a combination of the translation and
originol dialogue. A new dialogue is then performed in the same or a different environment with
the recorded translation ond a soloist or a group, either vocal, instrumental or electronic or any
combinotion.
The Jive dialogue should include the sounds of the live environment as well as the
recorded tronslation.

Sit in a circfe with your eyes closed. Begin by observing your own breathing. Gradually form a
mental image of one person who is sitting in the circle. Sing a long tOne to that person. Then sing
the pitch that person is singing. Change your mental image to another person and repeat until
you have contacted every person in the circle one or more times.

Sit in a circle with a Japanese bowl gong in the center, One person, when ready to begin, hands
the striker to someone else in the circle, That person strikes the gong. Each person maintains the
pitch mentally for as long as possible, If the image is lost, then the person who has lost it, hands
the striker to someone else in the circle. This person again activates the gong in order to renew
the mental pitch image. Continue as long as possible.

Choose one word. Dwell silently on this word When you are ready, explore every sound in this
work extremely slowly, repeatedly. Gradually, imperceptibly bring the word up to normal speed,
then continue until you are repeating the word as fast as pOSSible. Continue at top speed until "it
stops, "
After you are seated and comfortable,
allow a tone to come into mind. Keep
returning your attention to this same tone. Every time a person or persons enter this
space, greet them by singing the tone, as you were greeted when you entered this
space. Continue this meditation until all are present.

SONIC MEDITATIONS

XII - XXV

All of these Sonic Meditations are intended to begin with observation of the breath cycle.

PAULINE OLIVEROS

Choose a word. Listen to it mentally. Slowly and gradually begin to voice this word by
allowing each tiny part of it to sound extremely prolonged. Repeat for a long time.
Variations:

,.

2.

As above, but increase the speed of each repetition as imperceptibly as
possible. Continue beyond the normal pronunciation of the word until
the repetitions are as fast as possible. Continue.
As variation one but when the top speed has been reached and maintained, reverse the process by slowing down again as imperceptibly as
possible until the original utterance returns.

Stand together in a circle, with eyes closed facing the center. One person is designated, the
transmitter. After observing the breathing cycle, individually, gradually join hands. Then slowly
move back so that all arms are stretched out and the size of the circle increased. Next stretch the
arms towards center and move in slowly. Finally move bock to the normal sized Circle, with
hands still joined, standing so that arms are relaxed at sides. Return attention to breathing. When
the time seems right, the transmitter starts a pulse that travels around the circle, by using the
right hand to squeeze the left hand of the person next to her. The squeeze should be quickly and
sharply made, to resemble a light jolt of electricity. The squeeze must be passed from left hand
to right-hand and on to the next person as quickly as possible. The action should become so
quick thot it happens as a reflex, before the person has time to consciously direct the squeeze.
Simultaneously with the squeeze, each person must shout hah. This shout must come up from
the center of the body (somewhere a little below the novel) before passing through the throat.
There must be complete abdominal support for the voice. When the first cycle is complete, the
transmitter waits for a long time to begin the next cycle. When the reaction time around the
circle has become extremely short, the transmitter makes the cycles begin closer and closer
together until a new transmission coincides with the end of a cycle, then continue trying to speed
up the reaction time. If attention and awareness are maintained, the circle depending on its size,
should be shouting almost simultaneously.
Variations:

Listen to the environment as a drone. Estoblish contact mentally with all of the continuous
external sounds and include 011 of your own continuous internal sounds, such as blood pressure,
heart beat and nervous system. When you feel prepared, or when you are triggered by a rOhdom
or intermittent sound from the external or internal environment, make any sound you like in one
breath, or a cycle of like sounds. When a sound or a cycle of sounds, is completed re-establish
mental connection with the drone, which you first established before making another sound or
cycle of like sounds.

Make any vocal sound, but always go downward in pitch from the initial attack. The initial
attack may begin at any pitch level. Go downward in a glissando or in discrete steps continu~
ously. Go any distance in range, at any speed, dynamic or quality, but the breath determines the
maximum time length of any downw.ard gesture.

1.
1.
3.

Reverse the direction of the pulse using the left hand to transmit and
the right hand to receive.
Reverse the direction of each cycle.
Each person chooses which direction to send the pulse. The transmitter
continues to control the beginning and ending of a cycle.

Begin simultaneously with the others. Sing any pitch. The maximum length of the pitch is
determined by the breath. Listen to the group. Locate the center of the group sound spectrum.
Sing your pitch again and make a tiny adjustment qpward or downward, but tuning toward the
center of the sound spectrum. Continue to tune slowly, in tiny increments toward the center of
the spectrum. Each time sing a long tone with a complete breath until the whole group is singing
the same pitch. Continue to drone on that central pitch for about the some length of time it took
to reach the unison. Then begin adjusting or tuning away from the center pitch as the original
beginning piUh·was.

